Z-DataCloud© User Manual
To collect data using Z-DataCloud©, there are few tips that would help you to easily use the system,
this manual aims to help you to go through the system, put your survey, and extract your data:
Before you move Survey questions to Z-DataCloud©, you will have to create:
I.

Survey Project
Create Survey project will help you to link all questions to your new project.
1-

On the side menu, click on “Survey”:

2-

From the drop-down list, select “Add Survey”:

3-

“Add Survey” page will appear:

4-

Fill the form:
-

Survey name:
is going to be your project name.

-

Survey user limit:
the user limit is the total number of participants in each quota. And the characterization
of the quotas depends on the sampling method.

-

Defining the quota:
If you decide to define the quotas by “age, gender, region” this means your survey’s limit will
be multiplied by the number of; 1- Age groups you create; 2- The 2 gender/sex groups; 3- And
the number of the regions selected to be included in the survey. For example; if you have 2
age groups and 5 regions, with 2 gender/sex groups then you have(2*5*2=20 quotas), and if
you specified 100 participants per quota then you will end up with (100*20= 2000 participants
in total).

-

Counting eligible participants:
The system will only count the eligible participants who completed the survey. Participants who
are not eligible or did not completed the survey will not be counted toward the 100 participants
per quota or the total sample. Also note that the system will not count the ineligible or not
completed responses toward your monthly quota (in your subscription plan).

-

Do you want to accept more than one submission from the same user?
1. Yes =>
if you are going to collect data by “data collectors” using Phone call interview or face to face
interview. Each data collector will have a unique ID and can submit multiple responses.
2. No =>
a) if you are going to collect data using self-reporting questionnaire and you want to give
each participant a unique ID.
b) if you need to identify participant ID and/or you want to conduct pre and post or cohort
study.

-

Min and max age:
To categorize age groups for the quota sampling, you can add as many age groups as you
wish. However, you may leave it as one group. You will only need to enter participants’ Min
and Max age which you need to be included in your study. Any value above or below the age
limits will not be eligible to participate in the study.
Notes:
-

Age variable in the final data-set in the survey will be continuous and will not be categorized.

-

The age groups are defined in the quota sampling, if you don’t want age groups to be in
quota sampling use only one age group (e.g. 18 to 99).

-

whenever you add age group, make sure that you press “Add” after adding the age group
to include it in the sampling. As the following example shows, the three age groups which
were included in this study are (18-20), (21-30), and (31-40). The age group of (41-50) will
not be included in the sample If you don’t press “Add”.

-

Region:
If you are targeting specific cities/regions/states for your study, you will have to manually add
them. for example; if you are conducting a study in The United State, you may add the 52
states (in case you are conducting a national study) or a specific state/states in which you are
interested to conduct your study. Whenever you add region, don’t forget to press (Add) to
include it in your sample.

-

Language Direction:
The system supports both language directions, if you choose RTL, the language will be Arabic,
and the system will be in right to left direction. And on the contrary, when you choose English,
the system will shift from Left to Right and you can use English or any LTR language.

-

Sampling Method:
Since Z-DataCloud© uses the quota sampling, each quota defined by one of two ways as it
shown in the below picture.
When you choose Age, Gender and Region you will have to identify the following:
a) The age groups will be identified based on the age groups you have selected earlier or
the Max and Min age.

b) For the Gender, there are two possible variables: male and female.
c) The cities/regions/states will be identified based on the cities/regions/states you have
added earlier. However, if you don’t wish to add regions, you may choice this option
“Age and Gender” where your eligibility groups will be categorized based on gender and
age groups only.
d) If you only want to use gender as quota select age and gender and in the age groups
add only one age group for example 18 to 99 and the system will balance only the
gender.

-

Adding a consent page:
Check this flied “Has a Cover Page” if you wish to add consent, research, or project information,
etc. and type or paste your consent or participants information in the box below the text.

YOUR SURVEY PAGE SHOULD LOOK LIKE THIS

You can now see all the research project that you have create by clicking on “Survey List”

5-

Adding Survey Questions to the system by creating Questions Page
-

Step 1: Go to “Questions” then “Question Pages”:

-

Step 2: On “Question Pages” click on “Add pages”:
a) On the “add pages”, you will be able to add as much questionnaire pages as you want. We
recommend adding at least two pages. Page one had all eligibility questions such as age,
gender, regions, race, etc. and page two all other questions.
b) In Pre post studies you will need at least four pages, the first one will be for eligibility testing,
the second will be for the pre-test, the third page will be for the intervention
(video/infographic image) and the fourth page for the post-test.

-

Step 3: Add the first page (if you opted for more than one page):
a) Title: this is the title of your page. You may simply name it as page one or any other
preferred title.
b) Page Heading: this is the paragraph which will appear for the participants or the data
collector on the top of the page it could be simple headline, a brief description, or
participation instructions.
c) Page Section: Choose “yes” if you wish to arrange your questions in the page in sections.
For example: “Demographics” section where you ask about education, social status, income
etc. you can later link the questions to this section for easier arrangement and grouping.
d) Page Description: here you can include notes or description about the page, this is for
you and it will not be displayed to the participants or data collectors.
e) Select Survey link the page to the survey you created earlier.

-

Step 4: Add the second page followed by the third and so on.. (if you opted for more
than one page):
a) The second page and further should contain the rest of the questions you want to add to
your survey.
b) It is not the time to add the questions yet, you are only preparing the pages required for
your project.

THE QUESTION PAGE SHOULD LOOK LIKE THIS

-

Step 5: Adding questions:
a) By default and based on your sampling methods whether you have chosen “Age and
Gender”, or “Age, Gender, and Region” their questions will automatically appear on the first
page for eligibility purposing. Therefore, there is no need to add these questions manually,
as this will result in duplication of each question.
b) To add questions, click on “Questions list”.

c) In this page, you can see all sort of question you have added to the system whether it is
related to your current project or no. However, if you are creating questions for the first
time, this page will be empty.
d) There are two options in this page, “Set Question Order” and “Add Question”.

e) Click on “Add Question”.

Fields Explanation:
1. Question: type in your desirable question.
2. Select a survey: select one of the previously created surveys to automatically link your
questions to it.
3. Answer required: whether answering this question is mandatory or optional (can be left
unanswered).
4. Question page: choose one of the question pages you created earlier to link the question
to it.
5. Parent Question: if you have one umbrella question like a scale main question you should
create the main question as text answer type, then start linking the sub-questions to it.
Note: the main question will not be treated as variable once you link to it the first subquestion.
6. Question Status: If you want to use the question choose “publish”. If you choose “Draft”
the question will not be shown for the participants or data collectors.
7. Results Colum name: this is your question code which it will appear on the data sheet
after extracting the data.
8. Make user Ineligible: this is optional. Whenever you wish to change the participant’s
eligibility status based on certain answers, type in here the answer/answers code for this
function to work. Check the FAQ page to see more instructions on how to use this function.
For example: if your question was “Are you currently taking the Coenzymes Q-10
supplement daily?” and the possible answers were “Yes and No” and you wanted to exclude
participants who choose “no”. Then, you will have to enter “the answer code for no” in this
field, this will make the participant not eligible to participate and will not be counted in your
completed sample.

9. Default Question type: in some cases, you want to hide the question and show it only if
a specific condition has been met.
For example: The question “Are you pregnant?” needs to be shown only when the
participant’s is a female, otherwise it should be hidden.
10. Do you want to add media: If you want to show the participant a video, or an image to
rate it, or as an intervention you can add it here.
11. Answer Type: Possible answers type are:
a. Text: for open questions.
b. Numbers: you will have to select the max and min number that is acceptable.
c.

Single choice: the participant will be allowed to choose only a single answer. You will
notice on the right side of each answer a box with a number. This number is the
answer’s code.

d. Multiple choices: The participant will be allowed to choose as many answers as they
want. You will notice on the right side of each answer a box with a number. This
number is the answer’s code.
e. Drop down list: When entering the answer’s options, put each choice in a single line.

-

Step 6: Set Questions Order:
This option will allow you to arrange your questions based on numerical order.

NOW YOUR SURVEY PROJECT IS COMPLETED AND YOU CAN START THE DATA
COLLECTION PROCESS.
II. Data Collection:
To initiate the data collection process you will need to generate questionnaire weblink:
1-

On the side menu, click on “Survey”:

2-

From the drop-down list, select “Survey List”:

3-

Go to the survey you wish to generate a weblink for and click on “Generate”:

4-

In the blank space type in a unique code for this weblink, then click on “Generate”:

5-

A unique weblink with the unique code will be generated, now you can use this link
for the data collection process. Note: if you want to generate bulk weblinks separate
each unique code in new line. The unique code could be anything (participant id, data
collector id, etc) the unique link will be generated with the final data-set for each
submission.

6-

By repeating the same process you can generate more weblinks for the same
questionnaire:
-

Z-DataCloud© can generate an infinite number of unique weblinks, and depending the data
collection method you can decide the required number of weblinks you need to generate:
1. collecting data by data collectors =>
if you are going to collect data by data collectors using Phone call interview or face to face
interview. Each data collector will have a unique weblink and can submit multiple responses.
2. collecting data using self-reporting questionnaire =>
if you are going to collect data using self-reporting questionnaire, then you will need to
generate a unique weblink for each participant.
3. conducting pre and post or cohort study =>
in these types of studies, or in any project where you will need to identify participant ID,
then you will need to generate a unique weblink for each participant.
Note:
-

If you are planning to create a weblink for data collectors, ensure that you have chosen
“yes” in the “Do you want to accept more than one submission from the same
user?” Field when adding the survey (Step 5.4.I)

-

If you are planning to create multiple weblinks for self-reporting questionnaire and cohort
studies, ensure that you choose “No” in the “Do you want to accept more than one
submission from the same user?” Field when adding the survey (Step 5.4.I)

7-

checking the progress of data collection:
-

To check the progress of data collection and see which quota were filled, from the right side
menu click on “Eligibility groups”

8-

→ “Group status”.

-

Use the search field to filter groups based on desirable survey.

-

You may sort data from smallest to largest and vice versa using arrows.

Answers Extraction and Exploration:

-

“Eligible Users” will show a list of all participant who participated in the questionnaire and
their eligibility status. In addition, it will show the survey name, eligibility groups ( based on
the sampling method) and date of submission.

-

“Users Answers” is the option where you can check the following for each survey you have:
1. Completed Survey Answers: It will show all the eligible participants who completed the
survey.
2. All Answers: : It will show all the eligible and Ineligible participants including participants
who did not complete filling the survey.

-

Whenever you need to extract the data, choose one of those two options, then wait for the
data to be loaded, then click on “Export” to extract all data in CSV file format.

